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Warning to users

The analytical procedures given in this booklet should
only be carried out by competent trained persons, with
adequate supervisionwhennecessary. LocalSafetyRegulations must be observed. Laboratory procedures should
be carried out only in a properly equipped laboratory.
Field operations should be conductedwith due regard to
possible local hazards, and portable safety equipment
should be carried. Care should be taken against creating
hazards forothers. Lone working, whetherin the laboratoryorfield,should be discouraged.Reagentsofadequate
purity must be used, along with properly maintained

apparatus andequipment ofcorrect specification.Specificationsfor reagents, apparatus andequipment are given
in manufacturers' catalogues and various published
standards. If contamination is suspected, reagent purity
should be checkedbefore use.
There are numerous handbooks on first aid andlaboratory safety. One such publication is Code ofPracticefor
ChemicalLaboratories issued by the Royal Institute of
Chemistry, London. Another such publication, which
includesbiologicalhazards, isSafety in Biological Laboratories (editors E Hartree and V Booth), Biochemical
Society Special Publication No 5, The Biochemical
Society,London.
Where the committee have considered that a special
unusual hazard exists, attention has been drawn to this
in the text so that additional caremight be taken beyond
that which should be exercised at all times when carrying
out analytical procedures. It cannot be too strongly
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emphasized that prompt first aid, decontamination, or
administration of the correct antidotecan save life, but
that incorrect treatment can make matters worse. It is
suggestedthat bothsupervisorsandoperators befamiliar
with emergencyprocedures before starting evena slightly
hazardous operation, and that doctors consulted after
any accident involving chemical contamination, ingestion, or inhalation, be made familiar with the chemical
nature of the injury, as some chemical injuries require
specialisttreatment not normally encountered by most
doctors. Similar warning should be given if a biological
or radiochemicalinjury is suspected. Some very unusual
parasites, viruses and other micro-organisms are occasionallyencounteredin samples and when samplingin
the field. In the lattercase, all equipment including footwear should be disinfected by appropriate methods if
contaminationissuspected.

Thebest safeguardis a thorough considerationofhazards
and theconsequent safety precautions and remedieswell

in advance. Without intending to give a complete check-

list,points that experience has shown areoftenforgotten

include: laboratory tidiness, stray radiation leaks (includingultraviolet), use ofthe correct protectiveclothing
and goggles, removal of toxic fumes and wastes, containment in the event of breakage, access to taps, escape
routes, and the accessibility of the correct andproperly
maintained first aid, fire-fighting, andrescue equipment.
If in doubt it is safer to assume that a hazard may exist
and take reasonable precautions rather, than to assume
that no hazardexists untilproved otherwise.

About this series

This booklet is one ofa seriesintendedto provide recommended methods for the determinationofwater quality.
In the past, the Department of the Environment and its
predecessors, in collaboration with various learned
societies,has issued volumes ofmethods for the analysis
of water and sewage culminating in Analysis of Raw,
Potable and Waste Waters. These volumes inevitably
took some years to prepare, so that they were oftenpartially out of date before they appeared in print. The
present series will be published as individual methods,
thus allowingfor thereplacementor addition ofmethods
asquicklyas possiblewithout needofwaitingfor thenext
edition. Therate ofpublication will also be related to the
urgency of requirement for that particular method, tentative methodsbeing issuedwhen necessary. The aim is to
provide ascompleteandupto dateacollectionofmethods
andreviews asispracticable,whichwill,asfaras possible,
take into account the analytical facilities available in
differentpasts ofthe Kingdom, and the quality criteria of
interest to those responsiblefor the various aspects ofthe
water cycle. Because both needs and equipment vary
widely, where necessary, a selectionof methods may be
recommended for a single determinand. It will be the
responsibilityofthe users — the senior analyticalchemist,
biologist, bacteriologist etc, to decide which of these
methods to use for the determination in hand. Whilst
attention of the user is drawn to any special known
hazards which may occur with the use of any particular
method, responsibility for proper supervision and the
provision of safe working conditions must remain with

the user.

The preparation ofthis seriesandits continuous revision
responsibility of the Standing Committee of
Analysts (to review Standard Methods for Quality Control of the Water Cycle). The Standing Committee of
Analysts is one of the joint technicalcommittees of the
Department ofthe Environmentand the National Water
Council. It has nine Working Groups, each responsible
for one section or aspect of water cycle quality analysis.
They are as follows:
1.0 Generalprinciplesofsamplingandaccuracyof

is the

results

Instrumentationandon-lineanalysis
Empiricalandphysicalmethods
Metalsand metalloids
Generalnon-metallicsubstances
Organicimpurities
Biological methods
Sludgeandothersolidsanalysis
Radiochemicalmethods
Theactual methods etc areproduced by smaller panels of
expertsin the appropriate field, under the overall supervision of the appropriate working group and the main
committee. The names of those associated with this
method are listedinsidethe backcover.
Publication ofnew orrevisedmethods will be notified to
the technical press, whilst a list of Methods in Print is
given in the current HMSO Sectional Publication List
No 5, and thecurrent status ofpublication and revision
will be given in the biennial reports ofthe StandingCornmitteeofAnalysts.
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0

TA DICK
Chairman

LR PITFWELL
Secretary

20July1977
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Air Segmented Continuous Flow
Automatic Analysis in the
Laboratory 1979

Introduction

1.1

Historical(l)

Within the field of continuous automatic analysis the dominant influencehas been the
colorimetricwork of Skeggs(2). His design ofautomatic analyserpresented severalnovel
features which have proved amenable to extensive further development and remain
fundamentalto the most widelyused approach to automatic analysis by the continuous
method. He designedand evaluated a continuous-flowsystem in which were performed
the analyticaloperationsand which also provided themeans of sampletransportas part
of the instrument. The analyser consisted of a series of modules each performing a
specific function, eg sampling, sample transport, heating, dialysis and photometric
measurement.

An operational feature of Skegg'sanalyserwhich has proved of profound significance
in the subsequentsuccess ofhis concept is that, in addition to sample and reagents, air
is drawn into the analyser and produces segmentation of the liquid stream. This segmentation is of fundamental importance becauseit enables individual samples to retain
theiridentity throughout the analyticalprocesswhile at the same time permittinga high
rate ofsample throughput. Section 3.3 of this review gives an account ofthis segmentationofliquidbyair.
Skegg'sautomatic continuous analyser was commercially introducedin 1957 andnow
adaptations of this system are found widespread in almost every facet of analytical
chemistry; its range andflexibility have been extendedby the introduction ofadditional
modules. The original system was limited to colorimetryin the visible-light range as the
detecting method, but units for flame photometry, UV spectrophotometry and fluorimetry are a few examples that are now commercially available. In principle the continuous-flowapproach of this system does not impose any limitations on the choice of
detection technique other than those inherent in design compatibility. Consequently
electrochemical and flame-ionizationdetection techniques are to be found used in
conjunction with automatic continuous analysers. Details of the basic equipment of
continuousflow systemsare given in Section3 ofthis review.
1.2

Present-day concept

In air-segmentedcontinuous flow analysis a singlesample or a number ofsingle samples
are converted into a continuous flowing stream by a pumping system and the necessary
reagent additions are made by continuous pumping and merging of the sample and
reagent streams. This stream is continuously segmented by air. Ultimately a treated
sampleis pumped to a flow-throughmeasuringunitand thencetowaste.
A processingrate of20—80 samplesper houris normal and severalsamples areusually
being processed at any one time between the sampling and measurement stages. However, there is usually no difficulty in associatingeachrecorded detector response with a
particular sample since the regular timing intervals between stages are controlled. The
insertion of frequent standards in the sample sequence affords regular datum points.
However, unless precautions are taken, interaction can occur in a continuous system
thereby causing loss of discrimination between successive samples at the recording
stage. Section 5.2 briefly outlines sample interaction and Section 6 relates the kinetic
aspects of a continuously flowing analytical system which considers the factors that
influence sampleinteractionand samplingrate.
2 Application in

the Water
Industry

4

Air-segmented continuous flow automatic analysis is now

in widespread use in the
in
river
Water Industry. The problems encountered
pollution studies are extremely
this
varied and the chemical factors causing
pollution are numerous. Thus numerous
are
for
the
determination
ofmany parameters in order to monitor
samples analyseddaily

the state oftheriver and the effect on it of pollutionwaste.Table1 givesa listofsome of
the determinations most frequently carried out in a Water Authority laboratory to
which an air-segmentedcontinuous flow automatic analysis technique can be applied.
Table1

Determinationsmost frequently carried outin thewaterindustry

Chemicaloxygendemand
Permanganatevalue
Chloride
Silicate

pH
Alkalinity
Ammoniacalnitrogen
Nitritenitrogen
Nitratenitrogen
Phosphate
Fluoride

Sulphate

Phenol
Cyanide
Suiphide
Anionicsurfactants
Non-ionicsurfactants
Iron*
Copper*
Nickel*
Aluminium*

Excluding those marked with an asterisk, which with other metals are normally
determinedby atomic absorption spectroscopy,the majority ofthe remaining determinations can employ an air-segmentedcontinuous flow colorimetrictechnique. Numerous
papers have been published on the use of air-segmented continuous flow automatic
analysis for these parameters. The latest bibliography produced by one manufacturer
of this type of system( 3) cites 300 literature referencesfor the period 1967—73related to
the water industry. Method details can be convenientlyexpressedby a line diagram of
theconstruction ofthe sampletreatment system(themanifold)and subsequentanalytical
stagesasthe examplein Fig. I shows.

PERISTALTIC
PUMP

Figure 1 Line (flow) diagram of an air-segmentedcontinuous flowautomatic analyser

Thisessayreview doesnot seek to provide detailedinformation onindividual methods
which are covered by other publications in this series. The Reports of the Standing
CommitteeofAnalysts givethe publication programme.Additionallythe Second Report
mentionsapplicationsto marine analysis.

3 Basic Equipment The blockdiagramFig 2, shows the component stages of a typical automatic analysis
of Continuous
system. A varietyofsuch systemsis commercially available.
Flow Systems
Typicalexamples

Arotatabletray(turn

table) holding containers
with individual samples.

Apump that continuously

and simultaneouslypushes
liquids andairthrough
tothesampletreatment
system.

Samplefiltration,reagent
addition,mixing.

Analytical

system
Potentiometer.

Spectrophotometer.

Recorder,printer,
computersystem.

Figure 2 Basic equipment for continuous flowanalysis

SamplePresentationUnit
When a number of individual samplesare to be submitted sequentially,each successive
sample* is conveyed to the 'sample treatment system' by the peristaltic pump (see
Section 3.2). The sample presentation unit (the sampler) is comprised either of a plate
with holes around the circumference to hold sample cups (Fig 3), or a number ofsample
3.1

SAMPLE PROBE CONNECTED
TO PERISTALTIC PUMP BY
FLEXIBLE TUBING

ARM PIVOT

SAMPLE
SAMPLER

LIQUID

Figure 3 Asamplecuppresentationunit

* The term 'sample' refers to the solution being testedor the blank solutionor astandardsolution.
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tubes snapped together and wound into spools moving by a conveyor belt principle
(Fig 4). Up to 400 samplescan be placed on the latter type of sampler. Both are fitted
with a sample probe, normallyof stainless steel, but alternativelyof glass or plastic, for

BELT OF SAMPLE TUBES
ON
WAY

Figure4 Asampletubepresentationunit

withdrawingthe sample. A receptacleis provided whichcontains water or other suitable
'blank' solution (the wash liquid) in which the sample probe rests between successive
samples. This receptaclecan be fed via the peristaltic pump to replenish constantly the
wash liquid thereby minimizing interference from residues of previous samples and
reducing the possibility of airborne contamination. The probe is lowered into each
receptaclein turn for a fixed time and then withdrawn into the wash solution while the
carrier is advancedto position the next sample underit. In most casesboth the sampler
plate and the probe are operated through appropriate cams and gears by a motor
receiving impulses from a timer which controls the overall position. The sample is
pumped into the sample treatment system by a peristaltic pump where it meets the
reagent streams which are pumped through other plastic tubes. While the sampler plate
is advancingto the next position the sample probe aspirates air during its travelto and
from the sample and wash solution and therefore the action of the sampler must be
rapid. Ifthe solidscontent ofa sample is to be included, a rotary mixer or vibrator can
be added on to the sampler, to maintain homogeneity of the sample prior to being
pumped; although if this is done the possibilityofblockagesin the tubing of the system
should be considered.The time for aspirating sample and wash liquid can be varied, as
can the sample-to-washratio, by operation of an adjustable cam or timer. The sample
sizes used with sample cups are normally 05, 20, 35, 40, 50 and 85 ml and with
sampletubes 60, 150,and 30O ml. Whenmore than onedeterminand is to be measured
from the same portion of sample, a sampler that has more than one sample probe can
be used or alternativelythe sample canbe dividedusing a 'stream splitter' placedin the
sampleline betweenthe samplerand the peristalticpump.

3.2 Multi-channel Peristalticpumps

This component is considered to be the vital part of a continuous flow automatic
analyser. It serves three purposes: the introduction of both sample and reagents into
the analyser, the transportation of solutions through the analytical system at a fixed
speed, and the provision of air bubblesfor liquid segmentation.The last is described in
Section 3.3. The samples and reagents are introduced in appropriate flow ratios which
canbe pre-selected for eachanalysis by usingtubing ofthe correct internal diameter for
eachsolution. In one designthe tubes, commonlyknown as pump tubes, are heldtaut
and parallel beneath or above moving rollers. These rollers are motor-driven to bear
successively on the pumptubes and push solutionsin the pump tubes forward into the
7

sample treatment system of the analyser, Fig 5 (a). The rollers are spaced at an equal
distance apart so that the volume of liquid trapped beneath two rollers is constant for
any one pumptube. In order that equal pressureis applied to all the pump tubes across
the pump, the wall thickness of the pump tubes should be identical, Fig 5 (b). If the

(a)

PRINCIPLE OF PUMPING ACTION

FLEXIBLE TUBE
PLATEN

(b)

PRINCIPLE OF PUMPING DIFFERENT RATES WITH THE SAME PUMP

Figure 5 Principle of the peristaltic pump

pumping speed is fixed, the rate at which each solution is pumped is determined solely
by the internal diameter ofthe pumptube. Pump tubes are commerciallyavailablein a
variety of qualities, sizes and materials so that they can be used to deliver liquids other
than dilute aqueous solutions eg strong acids and solvents. Almost all manufacturers
colout code theirpump tubes for identificationof the internal diameter and flow rate.
There are some solventswhichare not successfully pumped by any ofthese pumptubes;
pumping by displacement using liquid immiscible with the reactive solvent can overcome this problem, Fig 6. For instance,water has been used to displacechloroform and
other organicsolvents.

CHLOROFORM
= 06 mI/mm

PUI

FORM

Figure 6 DisplacementBottletechnique

An alternative design of pump is commerciallyavailable based on the principle that
if a flexible tubeis bent to a smallerradius than its bore and wall thicknessrelationship
will tolerate, then it will kink andocclude the tube. A rotor is machinedto form three
tangential curves whichproduce three tinyradii, so that an elastictube wrapped around

the rotor will kink at threepoints. These kinks are moved by the action ofthe rotor and
force the contents along the tube by positive displacement,Fig 7. With this type of
pump the flow rate can be altered by changing either the motor speed or the internal
diameter ofthe tube.

TUBE

Figure 7 Alternative design ofthe peristaltic pump

Because peristaltic pumps have the capacity to hold a number of pump tubes, in one
case 28 and in another 60, it is possible to use a single peristaltic pump to perform
severalanalyses.

3.3 Segmentation ofliquid byair

A continuous stream ofliquid flowing through a tube exhibits a radialvelocity proffle,
the flow being fastest at the centre and slowestat the tubewall where frictional retardation occurs. Material at the periphery mixes with that in the centre of the following
liquid. Thus, if the continuous stream consists of a number of single samples in suc-

cession interspersed with wash solution, sample interaction could occur. The introduction of air bubbles into the continuous stream divides each aliquot of sample into
segments (Fig 8) and restricts diffusion very nearly to within the segments of liquid
contained betweenconsecutiveair bubbles. This assists both in maintaining the separationbetweensamplesand themixingprocessto operate correctly,see Section 3.4.2.

Al SEGM ENTATION

Figure 8 Function of a typicalmixing coil

Theair bubbles are introduced into the stream ofliquid at the earliest possible stage
after the peristaltic pump. The air is drawn in from the atmosphere by the pump and it
is advisable when analysing for low concentrationlevels of determinand to ensure that
the air is made free of airborne contaminants eg by passing the air through silica gel
columnsorthrough a diluteacidsolution.
To achieve the maximum accuracy and precision the air-liquid bubble-pattern must
be regular and reproducible. To aidexact and reproducibleproportioning, some pumps
are now fitted with a devicetermed an air-bar which is essentiallya controlled air-inlet
valve by which air bubbles are added to the flowing streams in a precise and timed
sequence to provideregularityofsegmentation.
9

There will be occasionsduring the course of some sample treatment systemswhen the
air bubbles are removed from the sample-reagentstream prior to a particular stage of
treatment after which it is necessaryto re-segmentthe stream with air bubbles as soon
as possible in order to reduce sampleinteraction.
There areonly three occasionswhen segmentationis not used:
(a) In tubes conveying reagentsto thesampletreatment system.
(b) In narrow bore tubes through which liquid is passing at a relatively high velocity,
as is thecase with the tubing connectingthe sampleprobeto the pump and also with
the tubingtransporting a de-bubbledstreamto thedetector.
(c) When a low samplingrate isemployed.
The exact ratio of air to liquid in a segmentedstream is not critical and it may well
be changed as further reagents are added. Usually the ratio of air to liquid is between

lto2andlto5.

3.4 Sample treatmentsystem

Normally at least one of the followingchemical or physical treatments occurs during
theanalysisofa sample.
3.4.1

Dialysis

This is a separation technique which seeks to provide an interference-free determinand
for analysis. In dialysis the sample stream, called the donor stream, flows over the
recipient stream and is separated from it by a semi-permeablemembrane, and the
determinandsare transferred to the recipient stream by osmosis, leavingmost interfering
ions or molecules in the donor stream (Fig 9). Any membrane that is chemicallycompatible with the reagents can be used provided it allows the passageof the determinand
and eliminatesthe interferants. The extent ofdialysis is related to a number of factors;

AIR

UPPER (TOP)
DIALYZER PLATE

.-

DALYZER7r

-.

\/

MACROMOLECULES

-

)YPX

GROOVES;...(
LOWER (BOTTOM)
DIALYZER PLATE

-

MICROMOLECULES

SAMPLE
DONOR STREAM

SEMIPERMEABLE
MEMBRANE

RECIPIENT STREAM

Figure 9 Dialysis unit

the thicknessand pore size ofthe membiane, the size and natureofthe moleculeor ions,

the contact time ofthesample with the membraneandother factors such as the ambient
temperature, pH of the donor and recipient streams, and the sample concentration.
Samplesand standards should havethe same rate ofdialysisand the ambient temperature
should remain constant for the durationofthe analysis. The dialysingcontact time and
area can be increased either by using morethan one set of plates or by increasing the
length ofthe dialysispath. It is not normallynecessary to bring the processto completion
and during dialysis, although the percentage of a substance that dialyses is constant,
the absoluteamount is in proportion to the concentration. Donorand recipient streams
must flow concurrently and as far as possible at the same rates in order to minimize
sampleinteraction.
It should be noted that when dialysis is employed a reduction in sensitivity occurs,
since only a percentage of the determinand diffusesthrough the membrane. However,
this disadvantagemay be turned intoan advantageifa dilution stepis required.

3.4.2 Reagentaddition andmixing
The sample and reagent(s)merge in appropriate stages through T-connections(Fig 10).
Normally after each addition of a reagent the two dissimilar merging streams are

Figure10 T-connections reagentaddition and mixing

thoroughly mixed before the next reagent is added. This mixingis achievedby pumping
both streams through a helix of glass tubing whose axis is mounted horizontally(Fig 8)
to give repetitiveinversionofthe two liquids. As a mixture rotates through a coil the air
bubbles plus the rise and fall motion produces a homogeneousmixture. The degree of
homogeneity achievedis dependent on the number and size of loops contained in the
coil. For this mixing to be effective the length of liquid contained between consecutive
air bubbles should not be greater than about one quarter of the outer circumferenceof
the mixingcoil. These coils, theT-connectionsand thetubing used to transport solutions
through the sample treatment system should be ofglass to ensure the minimumamount
ofresistanceto flow through them — to minimizeadsorption onto theinnerwalls andto
prevent breakup of the bubble pattern of segmented streams. The use of these coils
introduces a small delay into the analytical process; there are times when long delays
are required and for this purpose the use of special delay coils is necessary as described
in Section3.4.3.
3.4.3 Delay Coils
Delay coils are usedto afford time for the reaction products to develop sufficiently for
measurement. Delay coils are of varied lengths of glass-tubing which are normally
coiled for convenience. They are selected according to the need of the method and they
areusuallymounted withtheiraxis vertical.
A standard delay coil is a 40 ft length of tubing whose internal diameter is I mm
and which has a 28 ml volume, but the followingcoils having the same id are commerciallyavailable;length 20ft, volume 14ml,and length lOft,volume7 ml.
The time delay is dependent upon the flow rate and may be calculated using the
following formula:

6

Volumeofcoil
= Time delay
Flow rate ofenteringstream plus bubbles
Two or more coils may be connected in series for a longer reaction time of a single
test.

Water-jacketedcoils are needed when a specific tempelature must be maintained or
coolingis required beforethe resultingproduct enters the measurementsystem.
3.4.4 Heating

Ifat any stageofthe sampletreatment systema solution has to be heated eg fora colour

to develop, a glassdelaying-coilis immersedin a temperature controlled bath. Oil is the
liquid most commonlycontained in the bath, and the grade of oil useddepends on the
temperature required. The emerging stream sometimes has to be cooled before it is
transported to the next stage.
3.4.5

Digestion

Digestionwith suitable reagents to break down the sample material andto produce the
determinandin vapour or solution form can be carried out by passingthe sample and/or
reagents through a coil contained in a high temperature heating bath. However, there
are commerciallyavailable digesters which have proved extremely efficient compared
with the simpleheated coil and are consideredto be less hazardous, although the danger
inherent in handling concentrated acids must not be overlooked. These commercial
digestershavealso beenused fordistillationand solventevaporation.
11

3.4.6

Distillation

Distillation can be carried out using apparatus similar to that shownin Fig 11. The coil
in whichthe sampleis to be heated is keptin thebath,H (in Fig 11), whichis maintained
WATER

102 mi/mm
SEGMENTED
STREAM
45 mI/mm

AIR

300 mI/mm

CONDENSER

RESAM PLE

28 mi/mm

Figure 11 Distillation unit

at the required temperature. The sample and reagents are pumped into the coil and the
emerging stream has its involatile components trapped and the vapour containing the

determinandis condensed.The condensateis then resampledby the sample presentation
systemforanalysis.
3.4.7 Solventextractionandphaseseparation
Two immiscible liquids eg the sample and the solvent, are 'mixed' as described previously (Section 3.4.2) or in a beaded coil (Fig 12). The resultant stream enters a

BEADS

Figure 12 Mixingin a beadedcoil

separator via a 'side-arm' positioned in its middle. The two liquids separate relative to
their density characteristicand the required liquid pumped to the next treatment stage,
theother liquid going to waste (Figs 13(a), 13(b)). This separator can normallybe ofa
comparablesizeto the other componentsused in this system.

t

STREAM OF
IMMISCIBLE LIQUIDS
WASTE

PHASE

QUEOUS

STREAM OF
IMMISCIBLE LIQUIDS

PHASE

AQUEOUS PHASE
TO WASTE

TOP LAYER
TO BE KEPT

BOTTOM LAYER 1O BE KEPT

Figure 13 Phase separation

Normally it is found that the emulsificationproblem sometimes associated with
manual solvent extractions is avoided in an automatic method, but the extraction
efficiency is lower than that attained by shaking and this tends to inhibit this technique
whenworkingat verylow levels.
3.5 Measurementsystem

The treated sample is transported to this system for detection and measurement.
Numerous detection systems are available since a continuous flow analytical system is
very flexible and virtually any device capable ofproducing an electrical response to the
presence ofthe determinandcould be used. There is wide scope for ingenuity and this is
one ofthe advantagesof continuous flow analysis. A briefdescription of some of these
detection systemsis given below.
3.5.1 Colorimetric methods

Colorimetryis one of the most extensively used analyticaltechniques for both organic
and inorganic materials and the automation ofcolorimetry has been intensivelystudied
perhaps more so than any other technique. In consequence there is a wide range of
commercial instrumentsavailableforconductingcontinuousautomated colorimetry.
3.5.2 Electrochemical methods
The field of electrochemicalanalysis embraces a wide range of techniques including
potentiometry, polarography, amperometry, conductimetry, coulometry, chronopotentiometry and ion-selective electrodes, and by suitable choice of technique and
experimental conditions high degree of analytical sensitivity and specificity can be
achieved. Electrochemicaltechniques have found considerable favoui in the design of
continuous and automatic methods, especially where trace components of a sample
are to be determined and where their selectivity can reduce or eliminate the need for
pretreatment stages, therebysimplifyingthe designofthe automatic equipment.

a

3.5.3

Spectroscopic methods

Flame emission and atomic absorption techniques play a major role in elemental
analysis, particularly at the trace level. Simplicity, speed, sensitivity and ability to
perform severaldeterminations on a single sample are the principal features whichhave
provided the impetus for their extensive development. Such methods are obvious candidates for mechanization and automation because the step involving the flame is
invariablyshortcompared with sample-preparationanddata-treatment stages.
3.5.4 Ionization methods

An analytical technique based on flame ionization detection ofa gas, such as methane
(used in the determinationof carbon), is finding increasinguse. The high sensitivityand
linearity ofthe techniquemakesit suitablefor low level analysis.
13

4 Interpretation
of Results

Providing the determinand concentration and system response exhibit a rectilinear
relationship over the entire concentration range of the method, the most convenient

approach to the measurement of the determinand concentration in a sample by a continuous flow analytical system is the direct comparison of the system response for the
sample with that for a standard solution which has been subjected to identical experimental conditions. This standard solution will contain a known amount of the determinand and also identical concentrations ofthe other component substancescontained

inthe sample.

In reality, however, the above conditionsare seldom achievedin full. Thus, a realistic
approach is to analysea seriesofstandard solutionswhichcover the wholeconcentration
range of the method and produce a calibration curve of system response versus determinand concentration. This calibration will ascertain whether the system response to
concentration is linear, non-linear or exhibits deviations from linearity. The system
response for the sample can be converted into concentration units of determinand by
itsreferencetothiscalibration curve.
The other constituent substancesof the sample need only be consideredif theyinterfere with the measurement of the determinand; in which case they must either be
eliminated orcompensatedforin the standard solutions.
Any calibration procedure should be effected at the start and finish of the sample
analyses but a further check may be desirableat regular intervalsif the analyticalrunis
considered to be lengthy.In this case, the sampleswill normally be analysed in groups
and a calibration check standard followed by a blank solution will be inserted at the
end of eachgroup. A suggested procedure for measurement using this arrangement is
as follows: the baseline from which all the group response measurementsare made is
constructed by joining the responses of the last blank solution before, and after, each
group of analyses whether samples or standards. The blank-correctedresponse of each
calibration check standard is compared with the correctedinitial calibration and if it is
found that their concentrations are acceptably close to the initial values the initial
calibrationmaybe used over the entire analyticalrun ofsamples.
Occasions arise however where for various reasons, baseline drift and sensitivity
change being prime examples,it may be necessaryto accept outputfrom a system which
is not functioning normally. In these cases calibration procedures are less straightforward. The calibration may alter during the analytical run and may be detected by
responses of the calibration check standards differing significantly from their initial
responses. The following procedure is suggested for these occasions, providing the
rectilinear relationship previously mentioned is maintained; the responses for the
calibration check standards should be used to construct a series of calibration curves.
A separate calibration curve is then used for each group of samples. Each of these
calibration curves is produced by plotting the blank-corrected response for the check
standards against concentrationandthe blank-correctedresponsesfor each sample are
convertedto concentrationsusingthe appropriate calibrationcurve.
Non-rectilinearrelationshipsbetweensystem response and concentration, eg % transmissionvalues(% T) oflight used as a measurementof the response,often tend to result
in less accurate correction for changes in the calibration curve. In this case, the %
T-values plotted on the logarithmic axis of semi-logarithmic graph paper may produce
a linear calibration rendering the interpretation of calibration and sample results that
much easier usingthe suggested procedureforrectilinearrelationshipsituations.
The principles which govern the calibration of a continuous flow analysis system and
their application to some commercially available systems, as well as a more detailed
study of some of the points outlined in the subsequent Section 5, are set out in
Reference 4.

5 Analysis of
Samples

Ideally a sampling rate and sample/washratio will be chosen which provide the best
possible precision and accuracy. In this case, sample interaction, defined as carry-over
from one sample to the next, will be negligible or at least reduced to an acceptable
minimum. However, there will usually need to be a compromise between: (i) sample

interaction, (ii) the number and stabilityof samplesto be analysed, and (iii) the accuracy
required. Thus, somedegreeofcarry-overwill usuallyarise.
5.1

Sample-to-Wash Ratio andSamplingRate

To determine the minimum time for which each sample must be pumped into the
system, the time taken for the response on the measurement system to rise from its
baseline value to one of steady state value for the maximum concentration standard is

measured. A further 5 to 10 seconds is added to this time so that a definite plateauis
given. The sum ofthese two times is the samplingtime. The wash time is the time taken
for the response to fall back eitherto the baseline or to some acceptablylow response.
Ifa samplingdevice whichemploysa timing cam is used, thechoiceofsample-to-wash
ration can be derivedfrom the following:
(a) The samplingrate indicates the number of samples processed in one hour. Hence, a
samplingrateof60meansthat 60 samplesare processed perhour.
(b) The sample-to-washtime is expressed as a ratio in terms of units. Hence, a sampleto-washrationof9:1 indicatesthat there are 9 sampleunits for 1 wash unit(the wash
unitbeingunity).
(c) The relationshipbetween samplingrate and the sampling cycle time is illustrated by

the following examples:
Samplingrate
(per hour)
50
40
30

Cycle time persample
(inseconds)
72

90
120

Thus if the sampling rate and the wash time (in seconds) are known (eg 60 samples
per hour with 6 seconds of wash time), the sample-to-washratio can be determined
usingthefollowingformula:
Cycle Time (sec)
WashTime (sec) Wash Units

x

= Sampleunits + washunits.

Fortheexampleabove:
60

6x1

10

Thus, sample to Wash ratio = (Total Units — Wash Units): Wash Units
1

= 9:1.

= (10—1):

5.2 SampleInteraction*

Sample interaction, also known as cross-contamination or sample carry-over, is the
term used to denote the situation wherebythe response to any given sample is influenced
by the tail of the response of the preceding one (Fig 14). It is observed on a recorded
trace as incompleteseparation of the two successive peaks (or plateaux)and it is related
to the fact that a continuous stream ofliquid flowingthrough a tubeexhibits a velocity
profile, the flow being fastest at the centre and slowest at the tube wall wherefrictional
retardation occurs, thus causing material at the periphery to mix with that in the centre
of the followingliquid (see Section 6). Provided thewash time is made long enough, or
blanksare insertedbetweensamples,the carry-overis negligible, but ifthe samplingrate
is increased and/or the wash time is reduced the carry-overeffect may be severe, particularly when a concentrated sample precedes a diluted one. The degree of accuracy
required for the particular analysis will determine the maximum acceptable degree of
sample interaction and will, therefore, dictate the choice of sampling rate and wash
time to beused.
5.3 Sample Identification

When large numbers of samples are to be processed it is essential to minimize the risk
of confusion betweensamples. A record of the sampling order must be kept to ensure
ease of identification of the responses given by the measurement system. A manuallyproduced record may be time consuming but it has to be regarded as a necessity. However, positive sample-identification mechanisms are available for certain sampling
devices. Here, to each sample-tubeis affixed a coded identification card; immediately
following aspiration of the sample, the electronic reader identifies the code from the
card and stores the information until the analytical result is ready for printing. The
sample number is printed on the chart record for eachsample and can also be included
in a digital print-out. In addition, when computer facilitiesare availablesample identification can be even more positive and permanent. A general map of the sampling
positions can be programmedinto the computer at the beginning of the analytical run.
* For a theoretical treatment ofsample interaction see section 6.3.

5.4 Order ofAnalysis ofSamples

When carry-overfrom one sampleto the next is negligible, the order oftheir analysis is
generally unimportant. The stability of the samples should then govern the order.
But ifcarry-overcannot be made negligible, errors from this sourceshould be controlled
by analysingsamples in an order that minimizes determinand concentration differences
between successive samples and standards. It should be noted that if all samples have
approximatelythe same determinand concentration, or can be grouped into blocks of
samples of similar determinand concentration, the error arising from carry-overeffects
will be nearly constant and will be allowed for in the calibration. If the samples have
widely differing determinand concentrations,the wash time may need to be increased
so as to reduce carry-overeffects to an acceptableminimum for the worst case, when a
verylow valueimmediately follows avery high one.
The number of analyses between calibration checks should be governed by the
stability of the calibration and the required accuracy of results. As a general guide,
groups of 15 analysesbetween eachcalibration check are suitable, but the number may
be varied in the light of local knowledge. These 15 analyses are usually made up of
samplesand quality-controltests (seeSection9).
It is recommendedthat when new methods ofanalysis are derived one of the loading
patterns given in section 5.4.1 is used.
5.4.1 Examples ofSamplingUnitPositions for Samples andStandards
To illustrate the considerationsmade in Section 5.4 the following examples are offered
of the order in which samples and standards might be processed for analysis with

systemsexhibitingrectilinearsystemresponsewith concentration4).

Carry-overPresent

Carry-over Negligible
Calibrationstable

Calibrationunstable

Calibrationstable

Calibrationunstable

Test Solution

Test Solution

Test Solution

Test Solution

No.

No.

No.

No.

1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8—20

21
22
23
24—37

38
39
40
41

Blank
Calibration Std 02 Cm*
Calibration Std 04 Cm
Calibration Std O6 Cm
Calibration Std 08 Cm
Calibration Std
Cm
Blank
Samples 1—13
Sample 1**

1

2
3
4
5

Blank
Calibration Std 02 Cm
Calibration Std 04 Cm
Calibration Std 06 Cm
Calibration Std 0-8 Cm
Calibration Std 10 Cm
Blank

1

2
3

4

21

Samples 1—13
Sample 1**

5
6
7
8
9

Control Stdt

22

ControlStdt

10—22

Blank
Samples 14—27
Sample 14**

23
24

23

ControlStdt

38

Calibration Stdtt
Blank
Samples 14—26
Sample l4**

Blank

39
40

l0

Repeat

cycle 8—23

6
7
8—20

25—37

41

24
25
26

ControlStdt

27—39

Calibration Stdtt
Repeat cycle 7—23

40
41

42

Blank
Blank
Std
04
3
Calibration Std 04 Cm*
Calibration
Cm*
Calibration Std O2 Cm 4
Calibration Std 0-2 Cm
Calibration Std 0-8 Cm 5
Calibration Std 08 Cm
CalibrationStd 06 Cm 6
Calibration Std 06 Cm
Calibration Std 10 Cm 7
Calibration Std 10 Cm
Blank
8
Blank
Blank
9
Blank
1—13
10—22
Samples
Samples 1—13
l**
23
Sample
Sample 1**
ControlStdt
24
Control Std
Blank
25
Calibration Stdff
Blank
26
Blank
27
Blank
Samples 14—26
14**
28—40
Sample
Samples 14-26
41
ControlStdt
Sample 14**
42
ControlStdt
Repeatcycle 8—24
43
Calibration Stdtt
44
Repeatcycle 8—25
Blank
Blank

1

2

*

Where Cm is the gre atest concentration that the calibration is intended to cover
** A check ofsamplereproducibility

t A standardsynthetic solution of knownconcentration corresponding to about08 Cm (see Section 9)

from the range of calibration standards in the light of local knowledge of the determinand concentration of samples, or a
tt Selected
10
standard
Cm

The above orders of analysis are affected after the preliminary stabilization and
initial setting of the systemsresponse to a baselineandfor sensitivitywhich is discussed
intheensuingsection.
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5.4.2 Preliminary stabilization andinitialresponse settings

The solvent, eg water (distilled or deionized), that originates from the same source as
that used to prepare thecalibration standards, is continuouslyanalysed untilthe system
response is adequately stable. The time required to obtain this stability can vary for
differentdeterminands.The initial response settings can then be affected by setting the
O0 Cm standard (blank)to zero responseand the I O Cm standard to full scale response
if changes in response to these standards over the durationof the entireset of sample
analyses is negligible. If, however, changes in response are expectedit is better to set
theblank slightlyabove zeroandthe 1 O Cm standard to slightly belowfull-scale.
5.5 Shutdown Procedure

To keep the equipment in good working condition, the proper shutdown procedure,
including any necessary flushing out, must be observed. As a general guide, water is
pumped through the tubing of the system via the reagent lines for a time which is
equivalentto that required to stabilize the system (see 5.4.2above) further details ofthe
shutdownprocedurewill begiveninthe specific method.

6 Kinetic Aspects

of a

Continuously
Flowing
Analytical

System" )

Theperformance
of an analyser which processesdiscrete samples at intervals is related
to thedynamicsof the flowing stream and an understandingofthe dominant factors is
important in optimizing the design of continuous methods. A continuous stream of
liquid flowing througha tube exhibits a velocity profile, the flow being fastest at the
centre and slowest at the tube surface where frictional retardation occurs. Material at
the periphery mixes with that in the centre of the following liquid and is the cause of
sample carry-over. Segmentation of the stream by air-bubbles reduces carry-over by
providing a barrier to mixing but it does not entirely prevent it, because mixing in the
surface layer can still occur. Nevertheless, carry-over occurs mainly in unsegmented
streams and in terms of air-segmentedcontinuous flow systems this implies the initial
sample-line before air-segmentationand after debubbling before entering the detector.
The need for quantitative correlation of the magnitude of carry-overas a function of
the kinetic parameters of the analyser has prompted definitive studies by several
groups(5 6, 7, 8)
Ideally, a conventionalcontinuousflowsystemshould fulfilthefollowingrequirements.
6.1

Rapidresponse
Response time is the sum of the dead time and the transition time. Dead time is the
time between sample introduction and initial detector response. Transition time is the
time required for the detector response to transitfrom its initial value to a steady state
value or to a predetermined percent of steady state value. It is desirable to minimize
both, but the reasons for doingso and the methods used differ. A long dead time is not
in itselfofgreat importance since it does not affect the samplingrate. However,it does
imply a complex system and therefore a larger degree of sample interaction and an
associated increase in the transition time, which does affect the sampling rate. Long
lengths of transmission tubing between component parts should be avoided as far as
possible.Improvementsin the chemistryofthe method either allow a shorter processing
time for a particular step or even permit the omissionof one or more of the treatment
steps.

Transition time itself depends upon two factors speed of detector response and
degree of sample interaction. Speed of detector response depends on the rate of change
of solution within the cell wherevolume ofthe flow cell and flow rate are theimportant
factors to be considered.The demands ofcontinuous flow analysishad led to the evolution of flow through cells having very small hold-up volumes. However, when micro
cells are used the presence of bubbles or small particles of solid matter in the flowing
stream isfar more ofahazard.
On the other hand, sample interaction depends upon the design of the system from
one end of the processingstream to the other. The size and geometry ofthe processing
units, the detector andthe connecting lines all affect the interfacial mixing, as does the
presence of stagnant regions (joints) or traps in which the sample might be held by
absorption, adsorption or chemicalreaction (see Section 7.2(f)). Non-wetting capillary
tubing should be used for unsegmentedportions of the flowing sample stream (but not
reagentlines).
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6.2 Highfrequency ofsample throughput

l'hiers and coworkers(6), were the first to make general observations on mutual sample
interactions; their work which was later confirmed and extended by Walker and coworkers(8) remains the basis of quantitative considerations in determining the highest
practicable samplingrate.Other workers (10. 11, 12, 13) have produced modificationsto
continuousflow systemsto increase the samplingrate (whichis usuallyaround 40samples
per hour). All these innovations, however, lead to a complex and inevitably more
expensive instrumentation.
A newer approach to obtaining an increased sampling rate is flow injection analysis
(FIA). With this concept there is no air segmentation, the sample is introduced as a
plug via a valve or syringe directly into the reagent-carryingstream, mixing is mainly
by diffusion-controlled processes,and the response curves do not reach the steady state
plateau, but have the form of sharp peaks. The absenceof air-segmentationleads to a
higher sample throughput. The presence of a sample-carrierinterface, over which concentration gradients developduring the course ofanalysis,has openedup new analytical
possibilitiesfor continuous flow analysis. The reproducibility is good and there is no
sample carry-over. There is no need to introduce and remove air bubbles, and an
expensive high-qualitypump is not necessary. A report by Betteridge(14) cites 48 references to FIA among whichis the initial work ofRuzickaandHansen(15)
6.3 Linearityofresponse withchanges insampleconcentration

In the developmentof a continuous flow procedure, a linear relationship between the
response and sample concentration is desirable since this facilitatesthe use of a direct
readout form of presenting results. Non-linearity of results can have a chemicalbasis
or it may be inherent in the detector andthe determination of optimum working conditionswhichgivealinearresponsecan be a time consumingtask.
In evaluating the performance characteristicsof a continuous analyser, two parameters have been demonstrated to be fundamental,the lag phase(L) and the half-wash
time (W4)(6); they afford a correlation between the approach to steady state, fraction
of steady state reached in a given time and the interaction between samples. The halfwash time is the time for the detector response to change from any value to half that
value; the lagphaseis defined in the ensuingdiscussion.
For the shapes ofthe detector-responsecurves obtained in continuous flow analysis,
it was shown(6' 8) that during the transient state (ie baseline steady state to sample
steady state and again from sample steady state to baseline steady state) the apparent
concentration at any time (Ce)follows kineticswhich are first order with respect to the
difference between the apparent concentration and steady state (C,,) concentration, as
in thefollowing equation

= K(CSS - C)
in thecase of the rise curve and likewise, for the decreasingpart of the response curve

= KC, (hereC,, = 0).
The value of W is calculated directly from the slope of the linear portion of a plot
of log C against time. The initial non-exponentialpart of the plot is termed the lag
phase, L, and is expressed numericallyas the value ofthe intercept of the linear portion
on thetimeaxis. Thefull curve structureis theinverseofthatofthe risecurve.
The half-wash time, which has been shown(8' IS) to originate in non-segmentedparts
of the stream, describes the exponential part of the transition curve. The lag phase,
whichis said to be mainly due to air-segmentation('6.17), precedesthe exponentialpart.
Sample interaction(Fig 14) can be quantitativelyexpressed by using W1 and L. If the
between sample time is tb, the value of the expression(tb—L)/W gives a measure of
the interaction of a sample with the following one. For values of (tb—L)/Wj of 1, 2,
3, 4. . . the degreeofinteraction with the followingsample is 50, 25, 12, 10... % and
this interaction appears additively in the response for the followingsample. Clearly the
smaller the valuesof L andW the lower the degree ofinteraction; or conversely,for a
given acceptable percentage interaction the lower the values of L and W, the faster
theavailablesamplingrate.

SAMPLE
INTERACTION

Figure14 Sampleinteraction 50samplesper hourwith 12sec wash

The effect of carry-over can be measured as the followingconsiderations indicate:
consider the typical absorption curve in Fig 15. The problem ofcarry over is caused by
the fact that at the time (t2) when the height of peak 2 is read there is still residual
absorption 'r' due to peak 1. For any particular manifold and pumping rate we have

r=kh
where 'k' is the carry over constant, h is the absorption at time t1 and r is the residual
absorption attime t2.

I
TIME

Figure 15

Atypicalabsorption curve illustrating theeffectcarryoverwillhaveona
subsequentcurve (seealso Figure 14)

The value of 'k' will depend on the nature and complexity of the manifold, the viscosity and chemicalcompositionof the reagent and the pumping rate. For a particular
situation the value of 'k' can be determined practically by simply running a standard
solution whichgives near full scaledeflectionand then running water until the baseline
is restored. Theconstructionsin Fig 15 enable 'h' and 'r' to be measured and hence 'k'
to be calculated.
Normallythe valueof'k' is in the range O0O5 to 002.
Once 'k' is known it is simpleto correct any results obtainedfor carry over as follows.
Let the peak heights for samples S1, S2... S,, be h1, h2. . . he,. Then the corrected
peakheightsare:

=

S1 h1
S2 =(h—kh)
Sn
khni)

(h

Itshould benoted thatstandard solutionsshould becorrectedin exactly thesame manner.

7 Fault-Finding
Guide

In general faults in continuous flow analysis systemscan be observed as an irregularity
or anomalyin the readout. Therefore a recorder chart trace should be retained even
when computingfacilitiesare also used, since a recorder trace is the only visible record
ofwhat has actuallyhappenedduringtheanalyticalrun.
System malfunctionsnormallyfall into three categories:
1. Electrical/mechanical.

2. Hydraulic.
3. Chemical.
7.1 ElectricalMalfunction

Ifelectrical componentsfailit isusuallyofanobviousnature, iecolorimeterlight-source,
photomultiplier failure, or recorder malfunction. Regular maintenance is advisable of
all the electrical components as well as the mechanicalcomponents. A servicecontract
with the appropriate manufactureristhe most positivemeansofachieving this.
7.2 HydraulicMalfunction

Hydraulic malfunctionis the principal source of failure in continual flow systems and
when ill-defined recorder peaks (plateaux) or erratic traces are observed, it is the
hydraulicswhich should be checked first. If air segmentationis employed, the first step
is to observe the bubble-pattern since it is mandatory to maintain a regular bubblepattern throughout the sample treatment system of the process. The air bubble introducedduringthe actual samplingdoesnotnormallyaffectthe regularityofbubble-pattern.
Anirregularbubble-patternmay becausedby:
(a) Partial or total pump tube failure; check that all the inputs to the system and the
pull-throughoutput are functioningby introducinga small air-bubbleinto eachand
observingits passage.
(b) Worn or damaged air-inlet tubing (where fitted); observe the pattern of air bubbles
followingthe air inlet and if pulsating sharply or producing air-bubblesof irregular
sizes replacethe air-inlettubing.
(c) Air inlet dirty; ifreplacingthe air-inlettubing [(b) above] is ineffective the inlet may
be dirty or greasy. If so, disconnectthe injector and disturb the dirt or grease with
wire then clean the inlet in strong detergent solution, dilute acid solution or a
suitablesolvent.
(d) Other injectors(inlets); malfunctions at other injection points in the system do not
necessarily produce irregular bubble patterns but they may well disturb the normal
liquid/air ratio. These malfunctionsare usuallycaused by blockageor partial blockage resulting from particulate matter suspendedin the flowing liquid or a slowbuild
up of particulate matter. The sample inlet line is prone to partial blockage when
used to sample sewage regularly. The net result could be an increaseof one reagent
or air against a decreaseof another reagent (this could apply equally to the sample)
giving riseto poorpeak responseat the readout.
The cleaningprocedure for these injectorsor inlets described in (c) above should

be used.
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(e) Failure of the dialyser membrane (where fitted); providing the membrane used
satisfies the requirements detailed in 3.4.1 it will operate satisfactory unless it is
blocked (the pores are clogged), crinkled, ruptured or allowed to become dry for
any length of time. The response at the read-out will be affected by all of these
conditionsbut not necessarily in the same manner. Blockedmembraneswill probably
giveno responseat the readout, crinkledmembranesnormallygivethe same response
of sensitivity as a normal membrane but with reduced precision and ruptured
membranescan either allow more 'diffusion' of the determinand thereby increasing
the response at the readout or allow more interferants through resulting in reduced
response as well as poor precision (and accuracy). These changes in response may
notremain constant throughout an analytical run. Dryor badly aligned membranes
tend to produce crinkled or ruptured membraneswhich should be replaced. In fact
normal membranesthemselves are usuallyreplacedafter40h ofuse.
(f) Onoccasions, air bubblesmay becometrapped at some point in theflowing analytical
stream resulting in irregular flows which lead to poor system responses. The most
common areas where this occurs are (i) in 'dead spaces' brought about by bad
jointing of two pieces of tubing. They must be butted together as close as possible,
and (ii) at the entrance of the measurement unit, eg an air bubble may become
lodged in a flow cell or may rest on the membrane component of a selective ion
electrode.In both cases this may result in an oscillatingsystem response or a sharp
deflection on the readout. However, if this air bubble interference is infrequent it
can easily be removed, by pinching the pull-throughtube for ca 2 s but the sample
treatment systemshouldbe redesigned ifthe problem is consistentlypresent.
7.3 Chemical Malfunction

Problemswith the systemchemistryarise as a rule from usingunstable reagentswhether
they are working reagentsor the reagent stock, although changesin ambient temperature
may also present problems.Reagents normallyremain stable for a longer period of time
when they are stored in a refrigeratorbetween 00 and 5°Cin between use, but problems
with ambient temperature can only be controlled by minimizingthe external effects that
cause them. The two most obvious effects are baseline drift and sensitivity change but
loss oflinearitymay also result.
7.4 Sample Receptacle Contamination

Contaminated sample receptacles will produce problems for low-level analysis in the
form of positivepeaks at the readout for blank solutions. Most sample receptaclesare
disposable but if they are to be reused they should be cleaned with an appropriate
cleaning agent, eg detergent or acid, and then stored in a dilute solution of it, ensuring
ofcourse that the cleaningagent chosen will not interfere with the determinationof the
particular determinand eg do not use nitric acidifthe determinandis nitrate and do not
use detergentifthedeterminandis phosphate.
Sample receptacles for re-use whichare not stored in a solution ofthe cleaningagent
should be dried at 70°C after washing to remove the problem of algae growth that
mightoccur in them.
7.5 MaintenanceProgramme

The operatorshould produce a maintenance programme to be used routinely so that
malfunctions that could occur during day-to-day operation are reduced to a minimum.
This 'prevention is better than cure' policy requires less labour when the instrument is
in continuous operation and the maintenance programme should include operations
such as (1) lubrication of moving parts (2) checkingelectrical contacts (3) replacement
of dialyser membranes, pump tubes and other tubing, and (4) cleaning of air injectors
and otherinlet connectors.

8 Factors
Relating to the
Applicability of

Automatic
Analysis(18

(a) The time involved in setting up an automatic analyser usually means that its cost
can be justified only when the number of samples exceeds some minimum. The
value ofthis minimum dependson individual circumstancesbut is about 20 samples
per analyticalrun whena singledeterminandis determined.
(b) Experience has shown that the replacementofmanual analysisby automatic analysis
generally leads to better precisionofanalyticalresults. The improvedprecision often
allows lowerdetectionlimitsthan manual analysisusinga similarprocedure.

(c) If a laboratory reaches the position where the majority of its analyses are made
automaticallyand the number of analysts employed has been chosen on this basis,
problems are likely to arise if one or more of the instruments cease to function
properly. It isessential,therefore, to ensurethat replacementunits and/or the services
ofaninstrumenttechnicianare readilyavailable.
(d) The inherent consistencywith which automatic analyserscarry out their operations
makes it possible to automate procedures that would not be feasible for manual
analysis,eg methodsrequiringvery precisecontrol ofexperimentalconditions.
(e) Many automatic analysersare in fact only semi-automaticbecausethe results produced by the instrumentsmust be mathematicallyprocessed by the analyst to obtain
the concentrations in samples. This process can be unduly time-consumingin an
otherwiseautomated procedure. Instruments increasingly have the facility of automatic calibrationso thatthe resultscan beprovided by themdirectly in concentration
units. If correction for drift in the response of the instrument or more complex
calculationsare necessary, digital computers can be used on-line or off-line.Special
purpose micro-processorsare also availablefor acquiring and operating on signals
from instrumentsand producingfinalprint-outs ofanalyticalresults.

9 System Control

put into routine use there remains a need to
maintain a continuous check on analyticalerrors. The use of a control chart is a simple
and convenient means of maintaining this check. Reference 19 explains in detail the
principleand use ofcontrol charts. Onestandard syntheticsolution ofknown concentration correspondingto about 0-8 Cm (where ,, is the greatest concentrationthat the
calibration is intended to cover), termed 'control standard', is used as a minimum of
When an analyticalprocedure has been

control.

The control standard which, is prepared from a differentstandard stock solution than
that used to prepare the calibration standards but storedunder the same conditions, is
analysed per block of samples and the results are plotted on a control chart with the
trueconcentrationofthecontrol standard as themean value.
The control chart will have horizontal lines inserted correspondingto (a) the mean
value, j.t, expected for the result, and (b) the limits pi ± 3 a where a is the standard
deviation, to provide objective statistical criteria for interpretation of the chart; these
limits are called the 'action limits'. It is also useful to insert two lines on the control
chartat limits ± 2ato act as 'warninglimits'.
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10 Hazards

In operatinga systemdue account shouldbetakenofthefollowingpossiblehazards:
The peristaltic pump and, in many cases, other parts ofthe apparatus are connected
to theelectricmains. Their construction should be such that evenin theevent of a major
spillage, such as might arise from the knockingover ofa reagent bottleor an undetected
leak,an operator isinno danger ofbeing connectedelectrically to the mains.

The peristaltic pump may well have exposed moving parts which might trap loose
itemsofclothing.
Reagents should always be treated with propercare and attention should be paid to
thepossibilitythat the bursting ofa tubeor the breaking ofa connectionmayleadto a
reagent,perhaps hot, being sprayedoutunderpressure.
Comprehensiveinstructions cannot be given because much will depend upon the
analysis being undertaken and the equipment used. However,the followingadvicewill
beusefulinmost cases.
(I) Electricalleads should besupported a little abovethe work-bench.
(ii) Individual components,or groups of components, should be placed in trays, so as
tocontain minorspillages.
(iii) Reagent bottles, in use and spare, should be kept in a cupboard under the workbench.
(iv) There should be aplasticsafety shieldbetweenthe operatorandthe apparatus.
(v) There should be adequate drainage for waste liquids to avoid the possibilityof air
locks andbiologicalgrowths occurringin the exit tubes draining some components.
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